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Presentation Notes
The Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) has had a Reconciliation Ministry since 1969, when the burning cities and the publication of the Black Manifesto made the church aware that it needed to respond to the crisis of racial injustice. Initially, the focus of this ministry was anti-poverty work, but in 2001, the denomination adopted a shift to anti-racism work as the church’s focus on healing the racial divides in the nation, starting with the divides in the church itself. This initiative was named “The Many Members One Table” Initiative and is best known by the anti-racism trainings the denomination has offered in the 15 years since then.



WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO BE A 
PRO-RECONCILIATION / 
ANTI-RACISM TRAINER?
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Almost 20 years ago, former General Minister and President Dick Hamm wrote a book called “2020 Vision” where he proposed a four part plan to strengthen the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) for the 21st century. It included 1,000 new churches in 1,000 different ways and 1,000 transforming churches, and forming and re-forming leadership for the 21st century. Underpinning all of that was the fourth part: becoming an anti-racist pro-reconciling church by the year 2020. Therefore, the role of anti-racism trainers is critical to the life of the church in every aspect. This is true both of the 12 core trainers that the denomination has invested in training at an expert level to offer consulting and also advanced anti-racism training and for the trainers in regions around the denomination trained to do up to one-day introductory trainings, who also undergo extensive training so they can represent the work of Reconciliation Ministry accurately and faithfully.



CULTURAL COMPETENCY (HUMILITY)
RACIAL JUSTICE

ANTI-RACISM/ANTI-OPPRESSION

Three legs to the stool
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Before going too far down this road, though, it’s important to understand that there are lots of ways to address issues of race and culture. In fact, there are three in particular that are all important to the work of healing our nation from its divisions.The first is cultural competency or cultural humility. As our communities become more diverse and we become more aware of the diversity that was in our midst, we have an exciting opportunity to learn how to be better neighbors. Many of us have had an experience when we’re communicating with someone from a different culture and we all end up frustrated because even when we’re using the same language, something gets missed in the communication. Cultural competency trainers help people develop better skills to listen to unspoken or differently spoken forms of communication so we can have better relationships with people of diverse cultures.Another leg to the stool is racial justice. Our brothers and sisters in the United Church of Christ do this work especially well. When laws or policies are unfair to people of a historically mistreated race, it is important to change those laws to be more fair and just. Racial justice is that work of advocating, organizing, and analyzing policies so that they can create more equity in our communities.



CULTURAL COMPETENCY (HUMILITY)
RACIAL JUSTICE

ANTI-RACISM/ANTI-OPPRESSION

The DOC contribution 
to our nation’s work around race
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All of this is to say that there are a number of ways to address the divisions race has created in our country, and they are all useful. Being an anti-racism trainer isn’t the only way to be involved in the work. That said, to be part of the denomination’s reconciliation ministry in a formal way, anti-racism is the foundation of our work at local, regional and general expressions alike. That’s important to know as you consider what it means to be involved in Reconciliation Ministry.



OUR WORKING DEFINITION OF 
RACISM

RACE PREJUDICE
+

MISUSE OF POWER BY SYSTEMS AND 
INSTITUTIONS
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You may be familiar with this definition, and in trainings, we usually spend several hours working towards this definition, since in many public settings like the media, racism is defined only as the first part of the definition: race prejudice. 



CULTURAL COMPETENCY (HUMILITY)
RACIAL JUSTICE

ANTI-RACISM/ANTI-OPPRESSION

The DOC contribution 
to our nation’s work around race
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Those other two legs are critical. It is so good that some people are working on them. But the Disciples of Christ, knowing that they cannot do all of the things well, has chosen to focus on the third leg: anti-racism/anti-oppression.Anti-racism works out of a particular set of assumptions: racism is not just the acts of individuals but is about systems that are baked into the history of this country. Anti-racism work seeks to render systemic racism more visible in our own institutions, eliminate that systemic racism and replace it with the Beloved Community values that God intended us to live into as a people.In other words, cultural competency helps us address our interpersonal interactions. Racial justice helps us address government policies that limit some people’s opportunities. Anti-racism helps us look at our own systems and structures so that we can remove the log from our own eye before and while we help others with the speck in their eye.All of this is to say that there are a number of ways to address the divisions race has created in our country, and they are all useful. Being an anti-racism trainer isn’t the only way to be involved in the work. That said, to be part of the denomination’s reconciliation ministry in a formal way, anti-racism is the foundation of our work at local, regional and general expressions alike. That’s important to know as you consider what it means to be involved in Reconciliation Ministry.



SO WHAT MAKES FOR A GOOD 
ANTI-RACISM TRAINER?
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Here’s another way to look at this question. Watch this video and see what surfaces for you: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DWynJkN5HbQ(allow for discussion)If you were more interested in the basic issue of how we sometimes misunderstand each other and how we can be more sensitive in how we engage each other across different cultures, you might want to explore cultural sensitivity or cultural humility work: a great source for learning more about this framework is Eric Law’s Kaleidoscope Institute, or his book “The Bush Was Blazing But Was Not Consumed.”If what stood out to you was that there is a difference in power, that the white man feels he has the right to define the Korean American woman by her ethnicity while he is “just American,” and if you’re excited about helping other people think about how to address and reshape this kind of reality, you might be interested in becoming an anti-racism trainer.As we’ve said, if you’re interested in systems rather than just one-on-one systemic racism, and if you have a passion for helping others navigate the complicated relationship between power and race prejudice, that’s one indicator you might really enjoy the work of anti-racism training with Reconciliation Ministry. There are a number of soft skills, though, as well…



SO WHAT MAKES FOR A GOOD 
ANTI-RACISM TRAINER?

Race Prejudice + Power = Racism
Are you able to remain calm and nonreactive 
during emotionally heightened moments without 
backing down from the important issue at hand?
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We’ve already discussed that the definition of racism, while something we spend hours on in a training, is something that a trainer needs to already be comfortable with. In fact, Reconciliation Ministry sees systemic racism as a sin that does real harm to the body of Christ by not allowing us to be our full selves as God intended us to be, so that’s a theologically critical underpinning of our work. Beyond that, here are a few questions to ask yourself:This work can cause strong feelings and unexpected moments of resistence. Creating a space where people can be open and vulnerable is important, but we also walk into this work with a strong commitment to addressing systemic racism, so it isn’t a position we’re going to be able to back down from to make some people more comfortable. If you are either conflict averse or love a fight, this might not be the right work for you. 



SO WHAT MAKES FOR A GOOD 
ANTI-RACISM TRAINER?

Race Prejudice+Power=Racism
Calm yet strong
Are you engaged in multicultural work that 
prioritizes the voices of people of color in your day-
to-day life?
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It is helpful to be living what we teach; it also makes our teaching better if we’re applying it in our day-to-day lives, and therefore are sympathetic to how challenging it is to do the work.



SO WHAT MAKES FOR A GOOD 
ANTI-RACISM TRAINER?

Race Prejudice+Power=Racism
Calm yet strong
Multicultural experience
Do you have experience working with someone 
across racial lines as co-equals, supporting and 
challenging each other and helping each other 
grow in your work?
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Our trainings are always led by two trainers, one White Person and one Person of Color, ideally of different genders. This means we have to practice how we create space together and how we honor each other. It’s surprising how often the intersection of gender and race show up in subtle ways as we lead trainings, so having some experience or deep commitment to working on those dynamics between trainers is important work in order for us to help others live that same work.



SO WHAT MAKES FOR A GOOD 
ANTI-RACISM TRAINER?

Race Prejudice+Power=Racism
Calm yet strong
Multicultural experience
Comfort with mutually supportive co-trainer role
Do you enjoy facilitating educational trainings?
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Anti-racism is powerful and transformative, and the model we use is a teaching model. If you enjoy the task of making Sunday School or Bible Study come alive for people in new ways, this is a great opportunity, provided all the other characteristics resonate for you, also.



SO WHAT MAKES FOR A GOOD 
ANTI-RACISM TRAINER?

Race Prejudice+Power=Racism
Calm yet strong
Multicultural experience
Comfort with mutually supportive co-trainer role
Are you okay with the balance of this being urgent 
work that is also generational work?



OTHER WAYS TO 
ENGAGE THE WORK
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As we’ve said, anti-racism is not the only way to address issues of race in America. It is the way our denomination’s Reconciliation Ministry frames the work, but all across the Christian Church people are engaged in racial sensitivity work and racial justice work. 



RACIAL JUSTICE
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If your passion is changing laws and policies that discriminate against people of color, see if there is a PICO, Gamaliel or Industrial Areas Foundation chapter in your community; these are all faith-based organizations addressing unjust policies that harm poor people and people of color. Connect your congregation to their work and introduce others from the region to it!You can also get great resources from a faith perspective on racial justice from the United Church of Christ’s website, including helpful resources on responding to racial profiling. That said, they are also getting more involved with anti-racism work as well, and their new President is focused on helping people recognize how White Privilege functions in insidious ways in our society and what we can do to respond to that reality.



CULTURAL COMPETENCY
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As mentioned before, the gold standard for cultural sensitivity, cultural competence or cultural humility work from a faith framework is the work of Eric Law and the Kaleidoscope Institute. Developing strong skills in this area will be a true gift to a diversifying region and what you learn can be incorporated into the way the region does its work.
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MINISTRY AND THE 

CHRISTIAN CHURCH 
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But if you are excited about helping the church examine the ways systemic racism is baked into our culture in ways that are relatively invisible to those of us who benefit from those systems, then this is the work for you.And just for fun, for those of you who love wrestling with this question, comedian Hari Kondabolu sums up a lot of the issues anti-racism trainers address, all within a few minutes: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SF4QsGTWG-g
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